Abstract. Black-capped chickadees, Parus atricapillus, were presented with two prey patches in an aviary. In the first experiment ('single-step change'), an unstable patch offered an initially high prey density (60% or 30%) that declined unpredictably to zero, and a stable patch offered a low (10%) but unvarying prey density. The birds displayed a significantly shorter mean giving-up time in the unstable patch when the initial prey density in the unstable patch was 60% than when it was 30%. In the second experiment ('double-step change'), treatments were as follows: (1) first step=60%, second step=10%; (2) first step=60%, second step=30%; and (3) first step=60%, second step=60%. The mean giving-up time in the 60%-60%-0 treatment was significantly shorter than that in the 60%-30%-0 treatment, indicating that information from the 30% second step influenced the birds' patch-leaving decisions. The mean giving-up time in the 60%-10%-0 treatment was intermediate between those in the 60%-60%-0 and 60%-30%-0 treatments. The data agree with the predictions of a statistical decision theory model that compares the probability of capturing a prey in the current patch with the probability of capturing prey in alternative patches (the capture-probability model).
The selection of patches in which to forage is a critical component of foraging efficiency for animals in environments where prey occur in discrete clumps (MacArthur & Pianka 1966; Pyke et al. 1977) . Titmice foraging in a forest may encounter prey that are clumped into patches on several levels: the level of a pine cone or a twig, the level of a branch, the level of a region of a tree that is infested with insects, the level of an entire tree or the level of a group of trees. Titmice can concentrate their foraging efforts on richer patches (Smith & Dawkins 1971; Smith & Sweatman 1974; Krebs et al. 1978) . If titmice can make efficient patch-selection decisions, by what mechanisms do they do so?
Decision mechanisms can be explored rigorously by testing the predictions of 'rule of thumb' models (Houston 1987; Dunning 1990; Stephens 1990 ). Animals do not consciously calculate the solutions to rule of thumb models, of course, but the predictions of these models can generate testable hypotheses about the actual mechanisms used by foraging animals (McNamara 1982) . Patch-leaving decisions can be explored by testing the predictions of assessment models, which make predictions about how an animal gathers information, and by testing the predictions of decision models, which make predictions about how an animal decides what to do with this information (Dow & Lea 1987) .
Potential decision models include the following: (1) a fixed-time model: leave the patch after a fixed duration of time has passed; (2) a fixed-number model: leave the patch after a fixed number of prey captures; (3) a giving-up time model: leave the patch when the interval since the last prey capture equals the estimated mean interval between captures (inter-capture interval) from the whole environment; and (4) a rule of thumb version of the rate model: leave the patch when the estimated rate of energy intake in the current patch falls to the estimated mean rate in the whole environment, adjusted for travel time (Iwasa et al. 1981; McNair 1982 McNair , 1983 Green 1984; Stephens & Krebs 1986; Kamil et al. 1988; Roche 1995) .
In addition, Kacelnik et al. (1987) proposed a 'two-process' decision model based on statistical
